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Abstract
Background Alpine ski racing is a popular international
winter sport that is complex and challenging from physical,
technical, and tactical perspectives. Despite the vast
amount of scientific literature focusing on this sport,
including topical reviews on physiology, ski-snow friction,
and injuries, no review has yet addressed the biomechanics
of elite alpine ski racers and which factors influence performance. In World Cup events, winning margins are often
mere fractions of a second and biomechanics may well be a
determining factor in podium place finishes.
Objective The aim of this paper was to systematically
review the scientific literature to identify the biomechanical
factors that influence the performance of elite alpine ski
racers, with an emphasis on slalom, giant slalom, super-G,
and downhill events.
Methods Four electronic databases were searched using
relevant medical subject headings and key words, with an
additional manual search of reference lists, relevant journals, and key authors in the field. Articles were included if
they addressed human biomechanics, elite alpine skiing,
and performance. Only original research articles published
in peer-reviewed journals and in the English language
were reviewed. Articles that focused on skiing disciplines
other than the four of primary interest were excluded
(e.g., mogul, ski-cross and freestyle skiing). The articles
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subsequently included for review were quality assessed
using a modified version of a validated quality assessment
checklist. Data on the study population, design, location,
and findings relating biomechanics to performance in
alpine ski racers were extracted from each article using a
standard data extraction form.
Results A total of 12 articles met the inclusion criteria,
were reviewed, and scored an average of 69 ± 13 %
(range 40–89 %) upon quality assessment. Five of the
studies focused on giant slalom, four on slalom, and three
on downhill disciplines, although these latter three articles
were also relevant to super-G events. Investigations on
speed skiing (i.e., downhill and super-G) primarily examined the effect of aerodynamic drag on performance,
whereas the others examined turn characteristics, energetic
principles, technical and tactical skills, and individual traits
of high-performing skiers. The range of biomechanical
factors reported to influence performance included energy
dissipation and conservation, aerodynamic drag and
frictional forces, ground reaction force, turn radius, and
trajectory of the skis and/or centre of mass. The biomechanical differences between turn techniques, interdependency of turns, and abilities of individuals were also
identified as influential factors in skiing performance. In
the case of slalom and giant slalom events, performance
could be enhanced by steering the skis in such a manner to
reduce the ski-snow friction and thereby energy dissipated.
This was accomplished by earlier initiation of turns, longer
path length and trajectory, earlier and smoother application
of ground reaction forces, and carving (rather than skidding). During speed skiing, minimizing the exposed frontal
area and positioning the arms close to the body were shown
to reduce the energy loss due to aerodynamic drag and
thereby decrease run times. In actual races, a consistently
good performance (i.e., fast time) on different sections of
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the course, terrains, and snow conditions was a characteristic feature of winners during technical events because
these skiers could maximize gains from their individual
strengths and minimize losses from their respective
weaknesses.
Limitations Most of the articles reviewed were limited to
investigating a relatively small sample size, which is a
usual limitation in research on elite athletes. Of further
concern was the low number of females studied, representing less than 4 % of all the subjects examined in the
articles reviewed. In addition, although overall run time is
the ultimate measure of performance in alpine ski racing,
several other measures of instantaneous performance were
also employed to compare skiers, including the aerodynamic drag coefficient, velocity, section time, time lost per
change in elevation, and mechanical energy behaviours,
which makes cross-study inferences problematic. Moreover, most studies examined performance through a limited
number of gates (i.e., 2–4 gates), presumably because the
most commonly used measurement systems can only capture small volumes on a ski field with a reasonable accuracy for positional data. Whether the biomechanical
measures defining high instantaneous performance can be
maintained throughout an entire race course remains to be
determined for both male and female skiers.
Conclusions Effective alpine skiing performance
involves the efficient use of potential energy, the ability to
minimize ski-snow friction and aerodynamic drag, maintain high velocities, and choose the optimal trajectory.
Individual tactics and techniques should also be considered
in both training and competition. To achieve better run
times, consistency in performance across numerous sections and varied terrains should be emphasized over
excellence in individual sections and specific conditions.

1 Introduction
In highly competitive alpine ski racing, the difference
between first and second place is often measured in mere
fractions of a second. For example, at the 2013 Alpine
World Ski Championships in Schladming, Austria, the
average difference between first and second place across
events was less than half a second (*0.6 %) [1], even
though the difference in time during racing between the top
six World Cup contenders can be as great as 10 % on short
sections of a course [2]. More than one-tenth of the total
medals at the upcoming Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics will
be awarded to alpine skiers, which illustrates the increasing
international recognition and prestige associated with this
sport.
These small winning margins highlight the need for a
deep understanding of the factors which influence alpine

skiing performance. Previous reviews have focused on the
impact of physiology [3–5], strength and conditioning [6],
and ski-snow friction [7] on performance, with numerous
other papers focusing on the incidence [8], trends [9, 10],
causes [11, 12], underlying mechanisms [13, 14], and
preventive strategies [15, 16] of injuries to alpine skiers.
However, to this day, only a single paper has reviewed the
biomechanics of alpine skiing to compare the characteristics of the classic-parallel and modern-carving turn techniques [17]. This review was well warranted by virtue of
the significant changes in the pattern of movement of skiers
that resulted from the introduction of carving skis into the
market in 1997/1998 [18] and into World Cup events in
1999/2000 [19], with specifications formulated by the
International Ski Federation (FIS) in 2002/2003 [2].
Nonetheless, despite providing insight into the biomechanics of the modern ski-turn technique, this review by
Müller and Schwameder [17] does not offer a comprehensive understanding of the currently known biomechanical features that contribute to the success of elite
alpine skiers.
Researchers have examined alpine ski racing performance employing a range of methodologies that have
included using wind tunnels to quantify the impact of
position and/or aerodynamic drag on run times [20] and
sophisticated video analyses of World Cup races [21] or
field-based studies [22] to characterize the technical and
tactical abilities of the most successful international skiers.
In addition, various mathematical models have been
developed, validated and applied to alpine skiers to characterize performance parameters at various time points [21,
23–25]. However, in spite of these advances in alpine
skiing research, the biomechanical and functional parameters that promote the performance of the elite athlete are
still not completely understood [22].
Accordingly, the aim of the present systematic review is
to identify the biomechanical factors that impact elite
alpine skiing performance from the currently available
evidence, with a particular focus on slalom, giant slalom,
super-G, and downhill events. It is expected that such an
overview will help optimize the performance and training
of the elite alpine ski competitor, as well as guide future
research in the field.

2 Methods
2.1 Data Sources and Search Strategy
Four electronic databases were systematically searched on
April 5th 2013 using relevant medical subject headings, key
words, Booleans, and truncation symbols. The databases
searched were PubMed, SciVerse Scopus, SPORTDiscusTM,
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and Web of KnowledgeSM. The following search strategy
was employed: (biomechanics AND skiing) AND NOT
(‘‘cross country’’ OR cross-country OR snowboard* OR
biathlon OR jump* OR skat* OR roller OR freestyle OR
‘‘free style’’ OR free-style OR ‘‘ski cross’’ OR ski-cross OR
injur*). In addition, the reference lists in all of the articles
subsequently included in this systematic review were manually searched, as were relevant journals (e.g., the Scandinavian Journal of Science and Medicine in Sports) and key
researchers in alpine skiing (e.g., Peter Andreas Federolf and
Erich Müller). The search strategy and article selection
process are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 Flow diagram of the
search strategy and article
selection process

2.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Only articles concerning the biomechanics of human
motion during competitive alpine ski racing were included
in the formal review process and not those focused on
equipment and/or course layouts and/or environmental
conditions. For an article to be included, the subjects
needed to include elite alpine ski racers (i.e., World Cup,
European Cup, national team, and top-level competitive ski
racers) and the analyses had to relate at least one biomechanical measure to the performance or rank of the skier.
Only original research published in peer-reviewed (abstract
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available) journals and the English language were considered. Articles on cross-country skiing, roller-skiing, biathlon, snowboarding, ski jumping, ski-cross, freestyle skiing,
and mogul skiing were excluded, as were those pertaining
to skiing injuries or modelling and optimization without an
experimental component. Letters to the Editor, reports
from symposia, conference abstracts, special technical
publications, books, expert opinions, and literature reviews
were also excluded.
2.3 Study Selection Process
Duplicate articles from the electronic database search were
removed first. After eradication of potentially identifiable
information (i.e., authors, affiliations, country of origin,
and source of publication) by an anonymous third party;
two independent reviewers screened all titles, abstracts,
and full texts of the articles sequentially for inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Results from the two independently
performed screening processes were compared and, if there
was disagreement on the inclusion/exclusion of a given
article, a third reviewer helped reconcile differences in
opinion. The study selection process was repeated for
articles that were included through the manual search
described above until no additional publications of interest
were identified.
2.4 Study Appraisal
The Downs and Black Quality Assessment Checklist [26]
can be used to provide an overall quality score of articles
with different research designs, where articles with higher
scores are considered as being of superior quality. The
original checklist contains 27 items that appraise the
quality of a study on the basis of its reporting, external
validity, internal validity (bias and confounding), and
power. This checklist exhibits high internal consistency
(Kuder–Richardson 20 = 0.89), test–retest reliability
(r = 0.88), inter-rater reliability (r = 0.75), and criterion
validity when compared with Global Scores from the
Standards of Reporting Trials Group (r = 0.90) [26, 27].
Modified versions of the original checklist have been
employed to appraise the quality of articles in several
research areas, including biomechanics [28, 29], sports
[16, 30], and elite sports performance [31]. The following
amendments to the Downs and Black Quality Assessment
Checklist [26] were applied for the purpose of this review.
The term ‘patient’ was replaced with ‘subject’ and
‘treatment’ interpreted in the context of ‘testing’. In
questions 10–12, 18, 21–23, 25, and 27, ‘Not applicable’
(question excluded) was added as a fourth scoring option.
Question 27 was answered with ‘Yes’ (1 point—statistical
significance reached), ‘No’ (0 points—statistical

significance not reached), or ‘Not applicable’ (question
excluded—no statistical analyses) rather than a 5-point
scale. When an article reported or referenced the levels of
accuracy of a measurement system, question 20 was
scored ‘Yes’. Questions 4, 8, 9, 14, 15, 17, 19, 24, and 26
were excluded during all quality scoring since they were
not applicable for any of the studies as none were intervention studies. In answering questions 5 and 25, sex, age,
and level of competition were deemed as being core
confounders, whereas weight, skiing discipline, and
country of origin were defined as being other confounders.
To score two points on question 5, all core confounders
and at least one other confounder needed to be stated in
the article. To score one point, three confounders,
including at least two core confounders, had to be reported. A score of zero was given when one or no core
confounders were given, or when two core confounders
but no other confounders were stated. Questions scored as
‘Not applicable’ were not considered when calculating the
final quality score of an article, which was expressed as a
percentage: [(total number of points/total number of
applicable points) 9 100 %].
Finally, since the quality scores did not depend on study
designs, standard classification schemes [32, 33] were
employed to classify the study design of each article first as
being experimental, quasi-experimental, or non-experimental, and then as having a case study, case series, or
repeated-measures design. No article was excluded on the
basis of its quality score or study design.
The two reviewers who screened the articles for inclusion/exclusion also independently assessed the quality and
classified the design of all articles. In presence of disagreement in quality scores between the two reviewers, a
third reviewer was consulted to reconcile differences in
opinion. At this stage, the articles still lacked potentially
identifiable information to reduce assessment bias.
2.5 Data Extraction, Synthesis, and Analysis
Data concerning the study aims, population, location,
procedures, key results, and biomechanical parameters
examined (along with their relationships to or implications
for the performance of elite alpine skiers) were extracted
using a standard form. At the same time, the area(s) of
study addressed by articles—i.e., aerodynamics, kinematics, and/or kinetics—were identified. Data extraction was
performed by the same two reviewers who performed the
quality assessment of articles. First, each reviewer independently extracted data from half of the articles that were
allocated in a randomized fashion. For data validation, the
two reviewers then exchanged articles and data collection
sheets to verify that the data extraction was accurate and
complete.
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Data were managed and analysed using Microsoft
ExcelÒ 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmont, WA,
USA). Descriptive statistics for the data were expressed
using means and standard deviations (mean ± SD), minimum to maximum ranges (min to max), counts (n) and/or
percentages (%).

3 Results
As shown in Fig. 1, the initial electronic database search
yielded 216 hits in total, with 156 titles undergoing
screening after the removal of duplicates. A further 147
articles were excluded following screening of titles,
abstracts, and full texts. A total of nine articles from the
electronic search met the inclusion criteria and an additional three were identified during the manual search.
Accordingly, 12 articles were retained for review with two
articles published before 1990 and the remaining 10 from
2004 onward.
3.1 Quality Score and Research Design
A summary of the quality scores, research designs, subjects, biomechanical variables examined, and key findings
of each article meeting inclusion is presented in Table 1.
The average quality score of the 12 articles was 69 ± 13 %
(40–89 %) on the basis of scoring using our modified
Downs and Black Quality Assessment Checklist. The main
quality issues were failure to report: subject characteristics,
confounding variables, actual probability scores (e.g.,
0.035 rather than \0.05), subject selection processes, representativeness of subjects to the source population, and
time period of recruitment/testing.
Eight studies (67 %) were classified as quasi-experimental [20, 22, 23, 34–38] and the remaining four (33 %)
as non-experimental [2, 19, 21, 24], with none categorized
as experimental (i.e., designed to examine the effect of an
intervention on a selected outcome or to compare outcomes
between experimental and control groups). Half of the
studies included (n = 6) had a case series design [2, 19, 21,
23, 24, 37], a third (n = 4) employed a repeated-measures
design [20, 34, 35, 38], and two (17 %) were case studies
including several repeated trials of a single subject [22, 36].
All studies attempted to directly relate at least one biomechanical factor to changes, differences, or improvements in the performance of elite alpine ski racers.
3.2 Subjects and Experimental Protocols
The articles had a mean sample size of 8 ± 6 (range 1–18)
and altogether comprised 99 subjects representing 11 different countries (Table 1). Sixty-four of these subjects

(64 %) were males, four (4 %) were females, and the
remaining thirty-one subjects (31 %) were of unspecified
sex (i.e., articles did not report whether subjects were male
or female).
The majority of subjects were described as being World
Cup ski racers [2, 19, 21, 24] or Champion ski racers [22]
(62 %), followed by national team members [20, 34, 36,
37] (22 %), top-level ski racers [35, 38] (10 %), and
European Cup skiers [23] (6 %). Only two articles
explicitly reported their skiers’ FIS points [23, 34], and
only five articles reported the age of their subjects [2, 23,
34–36]. The youngest, oldest, and mean age of skiers
weighted on the basis of sample size of these five articles
was 16, 37, and 24.5 years, respectively.
Five articles (42 %) focused on giant slalom [2, 22, 24,
34, 36], four (33 %) on slalom [19, 21, 23, 35] and three
(25 %) on downhill [20, 37, 38] events. Aerodynamics was
the main topic of these last three articles [20, 37, 38],
which employed data exclusively from (indoor) wind tunnel experiments and discussed their findings in the context
of downhill skiing, although were also applicable to superG and speed skiing. Kinematics were investigated in most
articles reviewed, with five performing experimentations
on ski slopes [22, 23, 34–36] and four employing films
from World Cup races [2, 19, 21, 24] for kinematic analyses. One study reported outdoor kinematics together with
indoor aerodynamics data [34], while another investigated
both kinetics and kinematics simultaneously outdoors using
fusion motion capture [36].
3.3 Biomechanical Factors with Influence
on Performance
A range of biomechanical factors were reported to influence or relate to elite alpine ski racing performance
(Table 1), which were computed, assessed, or quantified in
various ways. Logically, because the winner of an alpine
skiing event is the racer with the fastest time, all the studies
employed time as an indicator of performance with the
exception of one that used the aerodynamic drag coefficient
instead [20]. However, many of the articles reported one or
more measures of instantaneous performance (i.e., performance at a certain point in time or space) on the race
course or on a short section of the course (i.e., one or few
gates) to compare faster and slower skiers (see Biomechanical parameters in Table 1). To name a few, these
measures included the aerodynamic drag coefficient [20,
38], time lost or distance travelled per change in elevation
[23], velocity (including control of entrance velocity,
average velocity, and relative velocity in wind tunnels) [19,
22, 23, 38], and mechanical energy behaviours (including
specific mechanical energy, energy dissipation, differential
mechanical energy, and relative energy dissipation)

Quasiexperimental

Case study

Quasiexperimental
Case series

Nonexperimental

Case series

Brodie et al.
[36]

58 %

Federolf [23]

Lešnik and
Žvan [19]

65 %

79 %

Repeatedmeasures

Change in elevation
Change in distance

Site: ski slope
Study: kinematics based on video data

Sex: male
Age range: 17–20 years

Site: Kranjska Gora WC, Slovenia
Study: kinematics based on video data

Discipline: slalom

Trajectory of the point
closest to the gate

Mean velocity of skis

Mean distance between ski
and fall lines (y = 0)

Velocity

FIS points mean ± SD:
22 ± 8
Level: WC

Instantaneous performance

Level: European Cup

n = 18

Elevation

Country: Norway

n=6

Time difference

Note: pilot use of fusion motion capture
with accuracy of this system not yet
known

Air drag, friction, GRF,
gravitational and total
kinetic energies (work)

Discipline: slalom

Level: National team

Country: New Zealand

CoM trajectory

Force vectors

Site: ski slope

Sex: male
Study: kinematics and kinetics data using
fusion motion capture, combining
inertial sensors, video, GPS and plantar
pressure data

Course and gait times

Discipline: GS

n=1
Age: 20 years

Frontal area

Study: aerodynamic, force plate and still
photograph data

Level: National team

Reduced amplitude

Site: wind tunnel

Country: France

56 %

SCx

Discipline: DH

n=4

Quasiexperimental

Barelle et al.
[20]

Biomechanical parameters

Experimental protocol

Subjects

Study design

Study
Quality score
(%)

Skiing velocity generally increases as the skiing line
decreases

Skiers further away at the first turn are generally
closer at the second turn

Significant negative correlation between the average
skiing velocity and distance between the line of
skiing and the fall line during two consecutive
turns

Insignificant negative correlation between the
distances of the skiing lines for two consecutive
turns

p differences between skiers at the start of turns
persist until the end of turns

p varies more with change in v than change in the
distance travelled

p & time loss per change in elevation and depends
on v and the distance travelled per change in
elevation

The horizontal component of the GRF (pointed in
the direction of skiing) was applied earlier, was
smoother and kept for relatively longer, resulting
in acceleration

Faster turns had an apex well before the gate,
allowing a greater acceleration from the gate and
straighter skiing after the gate, despite a longer
CoM trajectory

Split times, CoM trajectory and force vectors reflect
good turning technique

SCx is directly proportional to reduced amplitude

Frontal area and reduced amplitude show a linear
relationship

SCx varies with frontal area and is related to the
positions of the limbs and trunk

Findings with implications for performance

Table 1 Summary of the reviewed articles (n = 12) with the key biomechanical parameters examined and findings with implications for performance in elite alpine ski racers
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Case series

Quasiexperimental

Case study

Nonexperimental

Case series

Nonexperimental

40 %

Spörri et al.
[22]

67 %

Supej and
Cernigoj [2]

80 %

Supej [24]

Case series

Quasiexperimental

Luethi and
Denoth [37]

67 %

Study design

StudyQuality
score (%)

Table 1 continued

Site: ski slope

Level: WC

Sex: Male

n = 16

Level: WC

Study: kinematics based on video data

Site: Kranjska Gora WC, Slovenia

Discipline: GS

Trajectory of the ski

Differential specific
mechanical energy
[diff(emech)]

Specific mechanical energy
(emech)

Sum of all section time
differences behind the
fastest section times

Section time (%) relative to
the theoretical fastest
section time

Section time
Time behind the fastest skier
in a section

Site: Sölden WC, Austria
Study: kinematics based on video data

Country: Austria,
Canada, Finland, Italy,
Sweden, United States

Time from the first gate

Discipline: GS

Sex: male
Age range: 26–37 years

Path of quickest decent

Skid angle

Turn and section times

Entrance and exit velocities

Energy dissipation (Demech/
vin)

Total mechanical energy

CoM line (i.e., trajectory)
path length, radius,
velocity, and traverse angle

n=8

Study: Kinematics based on video data

Discipline: GS

n=1
Level: WC (World
Champion)

Anthropometric code
number

Frontal area

Mass

Site: Wind tunnel

Country: Switzerland
Study: Aerodynamic, force plate and
video data

Aerodynamic drag and lift
coefficients

Discipline: DH

n=8
Level: National team

Biomechanical parameters

Experimental protocol

Subjects

Short radius turns close to the gates (most direct
line) increase energy dissipation and lower
performance

Better skiers started turns earlier with high intensity
(short radius)

Energy dissipation is lower in smooth carving than
side-skidding turns

Energy dissipation is cyclic (i.e., highest at the gates
and lowest during weight transitions)

Efficient use of potential energy reflects the
technical ability to reduce ski-snow friction and
aerodynamic drag

Individual abilities are influenced by the terrain,
course configuration and snow conditions

Performance differences among top WC racers on
given sections can be as much as 10 %

The differences in CoM line characteristics and turn
cycle structure between slow and fast turns
increase as the gate offset is reduced

Fast turns are initiated farther from and completed
closer to the gates (x and y), with a longer
initiation and pre-gate section

Fast in comparison to slow turns: : CoM trajectory
length, : CoM radius, ; CoM traverse angle, : vin,
: vout, ; energy dissipation pre-gate, : energy
dissipation post-gate, &total energy dissipation, ;
skid angle pre-gate, : skid angle post-gate, ; total
skid angle

Performance is better with a higher anthropometric
code number (i.e., ; drag coefficient, : mass, ;
frontal area, and ; lift coefficient)

The factors that exert the most impact on DH times
are the drag coefficient (49 %), mass (29 %),
frontal area (21 %) and lift coefficient (1 %)

Findings with implications for performance
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Case series

Quasiexperimental

76 %

Supej and
Holmberg
[35]

Repeatedmeasures

Nonexperimental

Supej et al.
[21]

82 %

Study design

StudyQuality
score (%)

Table 1 continued

Level: top-level skiers

Study: kinematics based on GNSS and
photocells (timing gates) data

Site: ski slope

Sex: male, female
Age mean ± SD:
22 ± 4 years,
23 ± 5 years

Discipline: slalom

n = 8 (4, 4)

Gate-to-gate times

Time differences relative to
the fastest time (lag)

Shortest time from start to
each gate

An intermediate,
intermediate-to-final and
final time

GRF

Radius of the trajectory of
the skis

Radius, velocity and
acceleration of the CoM
during turns

vin and vout

Much care must be taken preceding a flat section to
maintain good entry velocity, so that time losses
on this section are minimized

Skiers performed considerably differently on various
sections of the course

Large differences in final cumulative lag times

Slight differences in intermediate lag times

Largest absolute difference between skiers at the
start, in the transition phases, and in the regions
close to and after the hairpin bends

Short ski turn radius and high GRF need to be
lowered to maintain energy and improve
performance

Acceleration of the CoM is inversely proportional to
the GRF

A ‘hysteresis’ and phase transition is observed in
[GRF/ski turn radius] at a 15 m radius, with
highest GRF at the smallest turn radius

High GRF coincides with low diff(emech) and high
energy dissipation

Positive correlation between diff(emech) and ski turn
radius \15 m; between diff(emech) and
acceleration of the CoM; and between diff(emech)
and GRF with radius \15 m

No difference in the turn radius or acceleration of
the CoM, ski turn radius and GRF

Diff(emech)

Site: Kranjska Gora WC, Slovenia

Sex: Male
Study: kinematics based on video data

Higher compared with lower performing skiers: ;
diff(emech), ; D emech/vin, : vout, : vin, : CoM
v with a similar range of energy dissipation

emech

Discipline: slalom

n = 18
Level: WC

Findings with implications for performance

Biomechanical parameters

Experimental protocol

Subjects
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Repeatedmeasures

69 %
Level: top-level skiers

Study: aerodynamics using data from
wind tunnel, force plates and
photographs

Site: wind tunnel

Country: Japan

Discipline: DH

Sex: male

Drag and lift area

Relative velocity

Aerodynamic drag and lift
coefficients

Turn time, velocity and CoM
trajectory

Sectional energy based on
entry velocity (Et/vin)

Relative energy dissipation
due to aerodynamic drag
(Ed Et)

Ed

The ability to ski with tight arms is a key factor in
DH performance
Slight postural changes can greatly influence the
relative velocity and, thus, the distance covered in
any given time

The increase in drag with arm extension is relatively
great and independent of trunk position

The aerodynamic drag and lift forces are minimal
when the relative velocity and postures are
minimized
Drag forces increase as the centre of gravity is raised
and the arms are extended

A more pronounced contribution of Ed to Et is
correlated with better performance, suggesting that
reduction in Et from sources other than Ed will
improve performance

The Ed/Et per turn was *15 %, indicating that Et is
due primarily to ski-snow friction and poor
guidance of the skis

On averaging all turns, the only significant
correlations were between Et/vin and Ed/Et,
between v and Ed, and between v and Ed/Et

Largely insignificant relationships between Ed and
Et, between Et/vin and Ed, and between Et/vin and
average drag coefficient

The correlation between Ed and Et was poor and
insignificant for most turns

Aerodynamic drag is minimal during weight transfer
and is maximal near the start gates (mostly noise
from ski-pole push-off)

Aerodynamic drag and
friction force

Study: aerodynamics, force plate and
video data; and on slope kinematics/
kinetics and aerodynamics based on
data from GNSS, videos and
anemometers
Et

Drag coefficient is significantly correlated with
shoulder height

Drag and friction
coefficients

Site: wind tunnel and ski slope

Discipline: GS

Findings with implications for performance

Biomechanical parameters

Experimental protocol

n=2

FIS points mean ± SD:
19 ± 11

Country: Sweden
Level: National team

Age mean ± SD:
20 ± 4 years

Sex: male

n=9

Subjects

CoM centre of mass; Diff(emech) differential specific mechanical energy, DH downhill, Ed energy dissipation due to aerodynamic drag, Et total energy dissipation, emech specific mechanical
energy, FIS International Ski Federation, GNSS global navigation satellite system, GPS global positioning system, GRF ground reaction force, GS giant slalom, p instantaneous performance,
SCx aerodynamic drag coefficient, v velocity, vin entrance velocity, vout exit velocity, WC World Cup

Quasiexperimental

Watanabe and
Ohtsuki [38]

Repeatedmeasures

Quasiexperimental

Supej [34]

89 %

Study design

StudyQuality
score (%)

Table 1 continued
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[21, 22, 24, 34]. Other factors recurringly reported to
influence ski racing performance were posture [20, 37, 38],
frictional forces and ground reaction forces (GRFs) [21,
36], the trajectories of the skis and/or centre of mass [19,
21, 22, 24, 34, 36], turning technique and radius [21, 22,
24, 36], previous turn performance [19, 21, 23, 36], and
individual traits [2, 19].
Adopting postures that minimized the skier’s exposed
frontal area was a key factor in reducing aerodynamic drag
[20, 38], increasing the average skiing velocity [38], and
reducing overall run times [37, 38]. This was true particularly when skiing downhill or in a straight line, under
which conditions wind tunnel measurements support that
the variation in aerodynamic drag accounted for almost
50 % of the differences in time required to complete 300-m
computer-simulated runs [37]. Minimal aerodynamic drag
was observed when skiing in an egg shape with arms close
to the trunk [20, 38]. In the case of giant slalom, however,
aerodynamic drag was reported to account for only 15 %
(range 5–28 %) of the total energy loss per turn and the
authors thus concluded that this factor was not a major
determinant of giant slalom performance [34].
In general, initiating slalom and giant slalom turns
higher up on the slope and/or well before the gate resulted
in a smoother and more rapid turn. Despite the increase in
the length of the skiing trajectory [22, 24, 36], such turns
had lower or equal net negative work with a more
favourable distribution of the GRF and energy dissipation.
However, upon observing two consecutive turns, one article reported an alternate relationship, where the average
skiing velocity fell as the average distance between the line
of skiing and the fall line increased [19]. Nevertheless,
instantaneous performance during alpine ski racing
(defined as the time lost per change in elevation) was more
strongly correlated to change in skiing velocity than change
in distance travelled, suggesting that a higher velocity is
more advantageous than a shorter trajectory [23].
Typically, more energy is dissipated during the pre-gate
than the post-gate section of a turn of an elite skier [22].
However, when comparing the fastest and the slowest trial
of the same elite skier, the difference between the average
energy dissipated on the pre-gate section and on the postgate section was found to be smaller in the fastest than the
slowest trial, while the total average amount of energy
dissipation was identical [22]. The ability to use potential
energy effectively (i.e., to minimize the ski-snow friction
and optimize the guidance of skis while turning) was
employed to define a well performed turn, which was
achieved more easily when the elite skier utilized a carving
rather than a skidding or pivoting technique to turn [24].
Minimizing high instantaneous GRFs was proposed to
reduce ski-snow friction and energy dissipation during
turns, thereby lowering the time required to cover short

sections of a giant slalom course [21]. During well executed turns, the horizontal component of the GRF (i.e., the
component pointed in the direction of skiing) was applied
earlier, maintained over a relatively longer proportion of
the turn, and contributed to acceleration [36].
The inter-dependency of performance in successive
turns was signalled in several articles [19, 21, 23, 36], one
of which emphasized that the conditions of entry into and
exit from any given turn are closely related to the conditions of exit from the previous turn and entry into the
following turn, respectively [21]. The importance of capitalizing on individual strengths and reducing the impact of
weaknesses was also highlighted, since the performance
times of elite skiers vary according to the turn, course,
terrain, and environmental conditions [2, 35].

4 Discussion
This review has attempted to identify the biomechanical
factors that influence the performance of elite alpine ski
racers, particularly during slalom, giant slalom, super-G,
and downhill events. The main factors found were aerodynamic drag, turn characteristics (notably velocity, turn
radius, and trajectory), mechanical energy dissipation
behaviours, and individual skiing techniques. The intricate
interactions between these biomechanical factors under
different conditions are used by elite skiers to minimize
their descent times. In summary, the effective use of
potential energy reflects a skier’s technical ability to reduce
ski-snow friction and aerodynamic drag, the latter being
particularly influential during downhill events or in straight
line skiing, in combination with the capacity to maintain
high velocities and the skill to select the optimal line of
skiing [24].
In actual fact, identifying the biomechanical factor(s) that exerts the greatest impact on the performance of
elite alpine ski racers is a considerable challenge in light of
the wide variety of approaches employed to examine this
topic. As presented in the results, in addition to turn, section, and course times [2, 22, 34–36], several researchers
have used instantaneous performance in their attempt to
compare faster and slower elite skiers [19, 21–23, 39].
The motivation for using such parameters to define
skiing performance was justified in one paper on the basis
that the time required to complete sections comes with
several limitations [21]: (1) it is influenced by the skier’s
initial velocity, position, and orientation; (2) an error made
close to the end of the section observed exerts only minimal impact on the time measured, but may affect the performance in the next section due to a reduction in the exit
velocity; (3) the skier’s position and orientation at the end
of the section in relation to the following gate will exert
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only a marginal impact on the section time, but may
influence performance in the next section; and (4) a high
exit velocity will have only a small influence on the time
measured, despite its potential to contribute to performance
in the subsequent section. On the other hand, another paper
stated that using a skier’s velocity and/or energy state was
also limited in quantifying ski racing performance because
actual performance was also dependent on the path chosen
by a skier [23].
Indeed, one parameter in isolation cannot explain why
one skier is faster than another. While instantaneous performance parameters are practical to measure and compare,
it is their interaction with other factors that determines
cumulative run times and ultimately the outcome of a race.
From a mechanical viewpoint, the kinematic parameters
may be perceived as reflecting the outcomes of performance (i.e., differences in motion without reference to
causes) and the kinetic parameters more reflective of the
causes that explain these differences in performance (i.e.,
the integrals of forces and their effects on motion). Both
are needed to comprehend and improve alpine ski racing
performance.
The considerable impact of aerodynamic drag on alpine
ski racing performance summarized here [20, 34, 37, 38]
appeared to depend on both the skiing event and biomechanical measure under consideration. For example, in
straight sections and during downhill events, the effects of
aerodynamic drag are minimal when skiing in the eggshaped posture with the arms close to the trunk [20, 38].
However, in more technical sections and events when such
positions are not feasible, effective aerodynamic position is
suggested to more strongly depend on the ability of a skier
to adopt a posture that minimizes the exposed frontal area
without compromising the balance or line of skiing [20]. At
certain time points, such as on flat sections or during flight,
aerodynamics is one of the only factors under a skier’s
control and can thus be optimized to enhance performance.
In light of the small winning margins at the 2013 Alpine
World Ski Championships [1], aerodynamic may well be a
decisive factor in determining podium place finishes, particularly in speed events.
All the laboratory studies reviewed here acquired data
relevant to performance in wind tunnels, whereas a diversity of methods was employed on snow. Analysis of video
films was the most common [2, 19, 21–24], but global
navigation satellite systems with and without timing gates
[34, 35] and fusion motion capture [36] were also utilized.
In this last case, Brodie et al. [36] introduced a prototype
system that combined data from global position, inertial,
and plantar pressure sensors. Using this approach, the
researchers tracked the whole-body and single-limb
motions of one elite skier along an entire giant slalom
course. Similar to observations from some of the other

studies [22, 24], Brodie et al. found that the fastest turns
had apexes well before the gate that allowed greater
acceleration from the gate and straighter skiing after the
gate, which more than compensated for the longer distance
travelled. The horizontal component of the GRF (pointed in
the direction of skiing) that results in acceleration was also
increased earlier, generally smoother and maintained for a
relatively longer period of time.
Full-body inertial measurements on alpine skiers are
useful for research [40] and have proven to provide reasonably accurate kinematic values on field [39]. In contrast
to conventional analyses of video films; inertial motion
sensors, global navigation satellite systems, and fusion
motion capture allow recording of skiing performance over
a relatively larger volume, during several turns or even
throughout an entire race course. However, only Brodie
et al. [36] have reported applying fusion motion capture
systems in an elite alpine ski racing situation and because
they only piloted the use of such methods in one national
skier from New Zealand, their findings are difficult to
generalize and need further validation. Studies have
investigated the accuracy and validity of inertial motion
sensors [39], global navigation satellite systems [35, 41],
and their combination [40] in analysing alpine skiing
mechanics, although not for the particular prototype system
employed by Brodie et al. [36]
Most of the other on-snow studies computed a series of
parameters designed to quantify the performance of turns
in giant slalom [2, 22, 24, 34] and slalom [19, 21, 23, 35]
using video films, including variables that define the trajectory of the centre of mass and/or skis, radius and/or
initiation point of turns, entrance and/or exit velocities,
skid and/or traverse angles, and amount of carving and/or
skidding during turns. To assess the relationship between
these factors and skiing performance, several equations
and models were employed, some of which included the
principle of differential mechanical energy. Using such
approaches, Supej et al. [21, 24] reported that the greatest
dissipation of energy in slalom occurs in the vicinity of the
gates (during steering) and in turns with a short radius
(\15 m), whereas the lowest dissipation of energy occurs
during weight transition (prior to initiation). In fact, during
turns with a short radius, the difference in specific
mechanical energy is directly related to the turn radius
[21], suggesting that a longer turn radius may be beneficial
to ski racing performance despite the longer distance
travelled, as discussed above and also consistent with the
findings by Spörri et al. [22].
On the other hand, Lešnik and Žvan [19] reported a
negative correlation between the average skiing velocity
and the average distance between the line of skiing and the
fall line during two consecutive turns. Altogether, the evidence appears to indicate a trade-off between instantaneous
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skiing velocity and trajectory length that ultimately determines the time taken to complete a turn. Although tighter
turns permit a more direct line of skiing, wider turns enable
faster velocities. With respect to this trade-off, Federolf [23]
found that instantaneous velocity was more influential than
the choice of line or turning radius (i.e., distance travelled).
These findings are consistent with others that quantify
performance on the basis of mechanical energy principles
according to which changes in kinetic energy are determined by the velocity squared [21, 24].
On this topic, the ability of skiers to maintain high
velocities was seen as an important determinant of ski
racing performance that did not only rely upon the skiing
trajectory chosen, but also on the skiing technique and
approach to turn execution. Indeed, three studies demonstrated that more rapid turns were initiated further from the
gate, completed closer to the gate, and were longer [22, 24,
36]. Since such turns generally allow a greater acceleration
from the gate and straighter skiing after the gate [36], the
entrance velocities into the subsequent turns should be
higher and the overall performance thus improved.
However, research has revealed that this is not necessarily the case since the entrance velocity is negatively
correlated to the change in velocity during a turn [21, 22].
This negative correlation suggests that performances worsen when skiers enter turns at excessively high velocities
[21, 34] and skiers confront a maximal velocity above
which avoiding mistakes and falls become a great challenge. Indeed, the elite alpine ski racer cannot only seek to
minimize energy loss by reducing aerodynamic drag and
frictional forces, since this might also lead to a loss in
control of skiing velocity and trajectory, particularly in
connection with technical events.
These considerations are reflected in the analysis of
World Cup events, which reveal that the fastest racers do not
always post the best times on all sections [2]. Instead, these
skiers exhibit a more consistent performance (i.e., constantly
short section times) and are able to minimize energy dissipation and maximize velocity. To this effect, avoiding turns
characterized by a small turn radius, skidding, and high
GRFs, particularly at the end of turns, has been proposed to
be an effective means to reducing energy loss, frictional
drag, and forces counteracting the downhill motion of the
skier [21, 22, 24]. Energy dissipation was lower and performance enhanced when elite skiers used the carving
technique of turning because it allowed high velocities to be
maintained and negative impacts of ski-snow friction and
high GRFs to be reduced [21, 22, 24, 34]. On the other hand,
energy dissipation was higher and performance lower when
the guiding of skis was imprecise and skidding or pivoting
techniques of turning were used [21, 22, 24, 34].
At the same time, the influence of GRFs on the performance of elite skiers remains relatively unclear. A few

attempts have been made to record and compare the GRFs
of ski testers, ski instructors, and recreational skiers [42–
44], but only one article fulfilling our inclusion criteria
measured these forces directly in a national team member
skier [36]. Employing pressure insoles, Brodie et al. [36]
reported that during giant slalom turns, their skier could
utilize GRFs to increase turning velocity either by leaning
effectively during the entry phase (i.e., thereby increasing
the distance between the trajectories of the centre of mass
and skis in the horizontal plane) or by generating greater
GRFs in the vicinity of the apex of the turn to reduce forces
during the transition phase.
On the other hand, applying Newton’s second law of
motion to kinematic data, Supej et al. [21] found indications that the distribution of GRFs between higher and
lower performing elite slalom skiers did not differ
remarkably, but that the highest GRFs coincided with
lowest differential specific mechanical energy (i.e., highest
energy dissipation) and were detrimental to the instantaneous performance of all skiers, particularly during turns of
short radius (\15 m). Collectively, these findings suggest
that the appropriate timing of GRFs, more than their
magnitude, may enhance performance. However, more
direct investigations of forces in a relatively large cohort of
internationally competitive alpine skiers are required to
confirm these relationships.
None of the articles reviewed here directly examined the
effect of a skier’s posture and motion on ski-snow friction
and straight-line gliding times, which is of particular relevance for downhill and super-G events. Elite ski racing
competitions inherently include low-speed gliding sections
wherein minimizing ski-snow friction can make a substantial difference to overall performance. Research in nonelite skiers [45, 46] suggest that a skier’s posture and anterior-posterior position along the ski axis do not significantly
impact ski-snow friction and gliding times. More precisely,
well trained skiers exhibit similar ski-snow friction coefficients in egg-shape and erect standing postures [45], and
professional ski testers show similar gliding times in neutral,
forward, and backward leaning tucked positions. On the
other hand, the latter group exhibits quicker gliding times
with flat compared with (inside) edged skis, suggesting that
edging of skis increases ski-snow friction [45]. Accordingly,
to improve performance in straight sections, the elite skier
should restrict edging motions to minimize ski-snow friction
and adopt egg-shape postures to minimize aerodynamic
drag, with no major concern regarding anterior-posterior
body positioning over skis. Future studies should confirm
the validity of these suggestions applied to internationally
competitive skiers because they are currently derived from
well trained, but non-competitive, skiers.
The setting of a course also appears to be an important
consideration when analysing the relative effect of various
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biomechanical factors on performance. For instance, in a
case study involving a World Champion in giant slalom,
Spörri et al. [22] showed that the negative correlation
between entrance velocity and turning time was stronger
when the gate offset was reduced by 2 m [22]. Although
the difference in time required to complete the fastest and
slowest turns was smaller when this offset was reduced, the
characteristics of these turns became more distinct. In a
separate report that focused on injury prevention, the same
authors observed that such gate changes exerted a considerably large effect on the (i) deceleration at the end of a
turn, (ii) centripetal forces during the initiation and the
completion of a turn, (iii) degree of inward lean post-gate,
(iv) position of the centre of mass in relationship to the
ankles post-gate, and (v) structure of the turn cycle [47].
Accordingly, the biomechanical factors leading to success
in one race may differ significantly from those most
prominent on a course with a different setting, with evidence to support this statement in both slalom [48] and
giant slalom [22, 47] disciplines.
Although this review identified biomechanical factors of
general relevance to the performance of elite alpine ski
racers, attention to individual differences is essential considering that technical and tactical abilities of the best
international competitors vary considerably [2, 19]. In fact,
the relationship between any given biomechanical factor
and performance exhibited by a group of World Cup alpine
skiers was not demonstrated by all the individual members
constituting this group [19]. The key to success appears to
be more closely related to a skier’s ability to maintain a
consistently high level of performance and select the
optimal turning technique and line of skiing on various
courses, terrain, and snow conditions than to a skier’s
ability to achieve the fastest time or highest velocity under
a given circumstance. Accordingly, training of elite skiers
should focus not only on maximizing time gain on strong
sections, but also on minimizing time loss on weak ones.
Moreover, the differences in section times between
skiers tend to differ to a greater extent on specific areas of
the race course. In the slalom event, for example, time
differences between competitors are greatest at the start of
the race, during transitional phases, around hairpin bends
and when entering or negotiating flat sections [35].
Enhancing performance on such sections may prove to be
of great benefit to overall race time.
On the basis of the present review, certain recommendations for the coaching and training of elite alpine skiers
can be made. There was clear evidence supporting the
importance of appropriate ski guidance with consequent
reduction of ski-snow friction and energy dissipation. In
the case of slalom and giant slalom, one should encourage
(i) earlier initiation of turns (despite the increase in the
distance travelled) [22, 24, 36], (ii) achievement of earlier

and smoother application of GRFs when turning by leaning
more effectively (i.e., increasing the distance between the
trajectories of the centre of mass and skis in the horizontal
plane) during the entry phase [36], and (iii) use of carving
rather than skidding or pivoting techniques for turning [21,
22, 24, 34]. For speed events, but also technical ones, skiers
should practice adopting and maintaining positions that
reduce the exposed frontal area [20, 34, 37, 38]. None of
the studies reviewed here examined relationships between
downhill or super-G performance and turn characteristics
or trajectories or manoeuvres, thus restricting suggestions
for training for such events.
A common limitation in research on performance of elite
sports is the small number of subjects available, which is
reflected in the articles evaluated here. However, individual
tactics and techniques are also aspects of importance in toplevel sports performance and coaching. Therefore, single
subject analyses are also likely to contribute to the identification of biomechanical factors that lead to the quickest
alpine skiing descent. The greater concern is the low
number of females, who represented less than 4 % of all the
subjects examined. It is difficult to generalize the current
findings to the elite female skier as she differs physiologically [49], morphologically [50], and with respect to injury
[51–53] from her male counterpart. Clearly, further biomechanical studies on internationally competitive female
skiers and comparisons of female and male skiers are
warranted. Similarly, differences in the level of skills
between juniors and seniors and between rankings by different nations must be taken into consideration prior to the
integration of research findings to practice.
A second limitation discerned in several of these articles
was that skiing performance was examined over two to
four gates only and generalization of findings to an entire
race course must be made with caution. For instance, for a
slalom course consisting of 56 gates, two gates represent a
mere 3.6 % of the entire course. Therefore, it is important
to determine whether performance in a restricted number of
turns accurately reflects performance of an elite skier
across a series of gates and, moreover, whether high
instantaneous performance can be maintained throughout
an entire race. In biomechanical field studies; video-based
systems presumably provide higher accuracy for analysing
a skier’s position in the order of centimetres, but limit the
maximum number of analysable turns and become less
accurate when considering derivative parameters, such as
accelerations and angular velocities, compared with purpose-built sensors. On the other hand, global navigation
satellite systems and inertial sensors may enlarge the capture volume and increase the number of analysable turns,
but simultaneously limit accuracy in the local coordinate
system. The simultaneous use of several systems might
hence be necessary to further advance research in this area.
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As for speed disciplines, the level of specificity of findings
derived from wind tunnels to downhill or super-G events is
not clear, nor are the effects of posture and skier action on
ski-snow friction.
The present review is limited to articles published in
English in peer-reviewed scientific journals, indicating that
articles in other languages and/or in books were not
included. Nonetheless, we believe that the essential information currently available in this field was covered. A
further consideration is that this review focused exclusively
on elite alpine skiers and the biomechanical factors that
influenced performance. Consequently, studies on ski
instructors, testers, amateurs or regional competitors, or
that described without comparing the biomechanical traits
of elite skiers (e.g., principal component [25] or electromyography [54] analyses to describe patterns of movement) were excluded. However, the characteristics of
international elite sportspeople differ from those of
national, regional, and non-elite athletes [49, 55, 56] and
we chose to focus specifically on the former to help
improve competitive alpine ski racing performance. Rather
than being a limitation, the specificity of the search strategy
and inclusion criteria strengthens the relevance of findings
towards the population of interest. The systematic methods,
quality appraisal tools, and strategies for reducing potential
bias (e.g., article blinding and input from independent
reviewers) employed here contribute to the rigour of our
results and conclusions.

5 Conclusions
Identifying the biomechanical factors that determine the
performance of elite alpine ski racers is a challenging goal.
The present review indicates that performance is enhanced
by minimizing energy dissipation while maintaining high
velocity and an optimal trajectory. In this context, reduction of the exposed frontal area, longer turn radius, earlier
initiation of turns, avoidance of high GRFs (particularly in
the latter part of turns), and employment of carving instead
of skidding or pivoting techniques of turning are all proposed to improve the performance of elite skiers.
The timing and application of GRFs also differ when
comparing fast to slow turns, whereas the magnitude does
not. Although individual tactics and techniques are obviously important, performing well consistently on all sections was more advantageous than being best on given
sections. Moreover, certain biomechanical factors are of
greater significance in connection to speed (downhill and
super-G) than technical (giant slalom and slalom) events.
In summary, the efficient use of potential energy in
skiers reflects their ability to minimize ski-snow friction
and aerodynamic drag, which is particularly important in

speed events and on flat sections of a technical course.
However, in the case of slalom and giant slalom, such
minimization of energy dissipation is not sufficient to
ascertain the shortest overall descent time. In elite skiers,
the ability to achieve such minimization in a manner that
allows maintenance of high velocities and optimal line
choice on all sections also exerts a considerable impact on
race outcomes. To fully comprehend the biomechanical
factors determining alpine skiing performance, future
research must focus more on the performance over an
entire race course, on the influence of the skiers’ movement
patterns on performance-related biomechanical factors, as
well as on the elite female skier and different skill levels.
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